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ABSTRACT
Dental pulp stem cells (DPSCs) have recently been described as a potential stem
cell source for various regenerative medicine and tissue engineering applications. They
appear to be multipotent, however more characterization is necessary to determine the
true potential of these cells. An important aspect of using DPSCs, or any stem cell type,
tissue engineering application is the microenvironment within the construct.

The

microenvironment could include construct mechanical properties, construct composition,
and 3D dynamic conditions in vivo.

This work aims to study those specific

microenvironment effects on DPSCs. To determine the effects of mechanical properties
of the substrate on DPSCs, they were seeded on polyacrylamide (PA) gels of different
elastic moduli. These gels ranged from 3 kPa to 75 kPa and a glass coverslip was used as
a control. They were also exposed to either standard stem cell media or an osteogenic
differentiation

media,

to

determine

the

potential

of

the

DPSCs

for

osteogenic/odontogenic differentiation. The cultures were analyzed for morphological
changes, osteopontin production, alkaline phosphatase (ALP) production, and
mineralization. The results showed that the DPSCs adhered well to the PA gels for the
first few days in culture, but by day 7, they were starting to detach from the PA gels and
only remain viable in gel defects or along the edges. This selective growth was also
reflected in the mineralization, which only occurred in areas of confluence for the cells
on the PA gels. Interestingly, all cultures produced osteopontin and ALP, however by the
end of the experiment, the cells cultured on glass had the highest ALP production. It
appeared that without the addition of growth factors to induce other cell lineages, DPSCs
defaulted to an osteogenic/odontogenic lineage.

!
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To determine the effect of mineral composition, preliminary studies were done on
bone marrow stromal cells (BMSCs) and 7F2 osteoblasts. These two cell types were
exposed to either hydroxyapatite or fluoroapatite microparticles. The cells were analyzed
for ALP production, collagen I production, osteocalcin production, and mineralization.
The results showed that the BMSCs without any particles produced the most ALP from
day 5 forward. This was reflected in the collagen I and osteocalcin production, as both
the BMSCs and 7F2 osteoblasts had the highest production of both proteins in the control
cultures without production. Interestingly, no mineralization was detected in any of the
cultures except the control 7F2 osteoblasts at the final time point, day 14. More trials are
necessary to achieve statistically significant results, however initial results indicate both
particle types may be hindering normal osteogenic function. Finally, to determine the
effects of both 3D and dynamic culture conditions on DPSCs, two culture systems were
used. First, a parallel-plate flow chamber was designed to determine the effects of 2D
fluid shear stress on the cells. Second, the 3DKUBETM from KIYATEC, Inc. was used
for 3D dynamic culture. Both systems were evaluated for use with DPSCs and it was
determined that the 3D dynamic system improved ALP production when compared with
a 2D static system. Future work will determine if regeneration of a dentin-like structure
can be achieved in a 3D dynamic system. In addition, the parallel plate flow chamber
will be used to isolate the effects of uniaxial shear stress on the cells and compare them
with the shear stresses created in 3D.
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CHAPTER 1. DENTAL PULP CELL GUIDANCE FOR RESTORATIVE TISSUE
CULTURING

Synthetic materials have historically been the first choice for clinicians in restorative
dentistry.

Furthermore, there have been few changes in design of synthetic dental

materials over the last several decades.

However, material failure still occurs with

synthetic dental materials, so this thesis proposes the idea of utilizing tissue engineering
for new dental restoration material. For this purpose, the utilization of dental pulp cells
and bone marrow stromal cells for new dental materials, via dental tissue regeneration,
will be discussed.

1.1 Restorative Dental Procedures in the US Market Place
The market for dental restorations, specifically filling materials for caries, is large.
Dental caries, also commonly referred to as cavities, are areas of erosion of the tooth
tissue caused by bacteria. A surveillance report from the CDC reported that, during the
survey years of 1999-2002, 41.96% of children aged 6-19 had dental caries in one or
more of their permanent teeth. In addition, the tooth decay in permanent teeth of 13.76%
of children aged 6-19 was untreated. As these children grow through adulthood, these
figures dramatically increase. The number of adults (age ! 20 years) with coronal caries
(caries that occur on the crown of the tooth, which is the exposed part in the oral cavity)
was 91.30%, however, those with untreated tooth decay was relatively low at 22.72%.
The normal adult dentition has 32 teeth, however 4 wisdom teeth are routinely extracted,
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leaving 28 permanent teeth. The average number of teeth for adults (also age ! 20 years)
was 24 for the 1999-2002 survey. All of these figures were found to be related to age,
socio-economic status, and smoker status3. From this surveillance reports, as well as
market trends, it is apparent that dental restorations, particularly filling materials, are an
important market niche.

The restorative dental industry provides a range of dental

treatments that can restore the form, function and aesthetics of teeth. Examples of
restorative fixtures range from bridges, dentures and crowns to fillings.
Due to the large size of the dental restoration niche in the overall dental market,
much of the current dental research is focused on improving restoration techniques,
equipment, and materials. The increasing number of restorative procedures performed on
a yearly basis is reflected in the projected growth of the market over the next few years.
The U.S. dental market, including techniques, equipment and materials, was worth $7.6
billion in 2007. This is projected to grow to nearly $10 billion in 2013. In addition, the
retail dental care segment (including cosmetic and restorative dentistry) was worth $4.6
billion of that total in 2007. This segment is projected to grow to $5.8 billion in 20131.
When looking at the global market, in 2008 dental consumables and prosthetics was a
large market segment at about $16 billion dollars. This is project to grow to about $19
billion in 2015. Of this, restorative materials, prosthetics and cosmetic supplies made up
about $9 billion of the market segment in 2008. This is expected to grow to nearly $12
billion in 20152.

2!

1.2 Traditional Restorative Materials
Currently, restorative materials are composed of metals, metal alloys, ceramics,
resins, or composites. Amalgams (metal alloy containing silver, mercury, and other
metals) have been used for over 150 years and have been, by far, the most commonly
seen dental material for filling dental caries.

Figure 1.1: Examples of dental amalgams. The amalgams are the silver materials
indicated by the red arrows. Both amalgams shown are in inferior posterior molars.

However, with growing concerns about the mercury content, many government health
and environmental organizations are pushing for dentists to primarily use ceramic and
composites in place of amalgams4. In contrast, amalgams are preferred for heavy load
bearing surfaced, such as in posterior tooth surfaces (molars), due to their good bulk
strength and wear resistance. Resins and composites are typically used for small load
bearing surfaces, such as the anterior teeth (incisors), as well as aesthetics. These types
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of materials are not well suited for load bearing teeth, due to their low resistance to
fracture, however they are well suited for the incisors due to their good wear resistance5.
Ceramics also are used for aesthetic purposes, rather than load bearing surfaces. They
also have high wear resistance but poor resistance to fracture. Ceramics are primarily
used for indirect restorations, such as crowns, which are supported by metallic elements.
However, a 2006 study by Thompson, et al, has shown that thin film technology may be
useful in solving some of the fracture problems associated with all-ceramic restorations6.
With any of these types of restorations, the mismatch of mechanical properties of
the restorative material to the natural tooth tissue ultimately leads to mechanical failure,
either in the tooth or material itself, with most restorations requiring revisions at least
once in a patient’s lifetime. In general, amalgams last an average of 12 year, with some
needing replacement as early as 5 years; ceramics do not last as long as amalgams7.
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Figure 1.2: SEM image of a crack at interface of restoration with dentin. Dentin (natural
tooth) is shown on the right and the amalgam (restoration) is shown on the left. Stress on
the amalgam was transferred to the dentin-amalgam interface causing a crack to
propagate along the interface.

As evidenced by the possibilities for mechanical failure in current restorative materials,
ongoing research is still striving to develop an ideal restoration. Overall, this ideal
restoration would mimic the mechanical properties of the natural tooth including the
resistance to fracture and wear. Such a proposed material could be produced from the
body’s own cells that build the tooth during neonatal development. Guiding stem cells
for tooth regeneration could be an ideal solution to the mechanical failure of current
restorations.
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1.3 Cell Guidance for Restorative Dentistry
Regenerative medicine and tissue engineering treatments are currently in high
demand and many research groups are focused on these areas. Such treatments show
great potential for dental applications, due to the high demand for restorations that mimic
the chemical, physical, and aesthetic properties of natural teeth. Recent studies have been
focused on using stem cells from human teeth, as well as other sources, for regenerating
such tissues8,9.

One group has reported ongoing animal studies using various

mesenchymal stem cell types in conjunction with tissue engineering approaches to
regenerate tissues such as alveolar bone, periodontal ligaments, cementum and dentin10.
Such approaches have promising results, however, the ability to guide mesenchymal
stems cells from one’s own tissue to the tissue engineering construct could potentially
reduce the time necessary for tissue regeneration by eliminating the steps of seeding cells
onto a construct and culturing it in preparation for implantation.
Various methods of cell guidance for population of a tissue engineering construct
and differentiation have been suggested previously.

These include growth factors,

inductions factors, surface chemistries and matrix elasticities. Here, we will focus on
osteogenic differentiation (to form bone), as odontogenic differentiation (to form dentin)
is quite similar.

It is well established that dexamethasone can induce osteogenic

differentiation, however it has also been reported that the bone morphogenic protein
(BMP) family of cytokines can induce osteogenic differentiation and both have been used
as induction factors11,12. Recently, surfaces patterned with BMP and RGD peptides have
been shown to be useful in guidance of cell differentiation. Such studies have been used
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to determine ideal patterning densities that promote cell spreading and osteogenic
differentiation12. In addition, it has been noted that various pattern designs of RGD
peptide can either promote proliferation and migration or osteogenic differentiation13.
Also, using various self-assembly monolayers (SAMs) to achieve various surface
chemistries and control stem cell differentiation has also been investigated.

It was

determined that hydrophilic SAMs, with terminal COOH, NH2, and OH groups,
promoted cell adhesion, which hydrophobic CH3 SAMs did not. Also, COOH, NH2 and
OH surfaces promoted the osteoblast phenotype, however mineralization primarily
occurred on the NH2-functionalized surface14.

Finally, matrix elasticity to promote

various cell lineages has been studied. Engler, et al, determined that stiffer substrates
could produce osteogenic differentiation of bone marrow stromal cells when the elastic
modulus of the substrate matched that of osteoid tissue. Conversely, substrates with
lower elastic moduli would produce neuron-like and myocyte-like cells15. Studies such
as these describe the usefulness of growth factors, induction factors, and surface
chemistries that must be considered in tissue engineering constructs for osteogenic
differentiation.

Many of these studies could be repeated with dental stem cells to

evaluate these conditions for directed odontogenic differentiation, as well as other
conditions, such as a 3D dynamic environment.

1.4 Overview of Study and Chapters
The following studies aim to evaluate various effects of microenvironment
conditions on the differentiation of dental pulp stem cells and bone marrow stromal cells
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for dental tissue regeneration. In Chapter 2, an overview of oral and tooth anatomy will
be given, as well as an introduction to dental pulp stem cells. Chapter 3 describes the
study of dental pulp stem cell growth and differentiation on substrates with various
elastic moduli as a mode of directed differentiation and its potential for dental tissue
regeneration.

The foundation for a study of the influence of fluoroapatite vs. the

influence of hydroxyapatite on the culturing of bone marrow stromal cells and osteoblasts
will be described in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, a 3D dynamic culture system and a 2D
dynamic culture system for the study of dental pulp cells will both be described. Finally,
Chapter 6 will summarize the findings of the studies, as well as new insights gained about
the differentiation potential of dental pulp stem cells.
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CHAPTER 2. CURRENT UNDERSTANDING OF DENTAL STEM CELLS IN ORAL
ANATOMY AND USE IN TISSUE ENGINEERING

In order to determine if a new material generated by dental pulp stem cells is an
appropriate restorative material, it is necessary to understand the oral and tooth anatomy
and how the dental pulp stem cells fit into this biological system. The following chapter
gives an overview of oral and tooth anatomy, as well as some dental pathologies that
could be remedied through the use of a new restorative material. The application of
dental pulp stem cells for a tissue engineering approach to a new restorative material will
also be discussed.

2.1 Oral Anatomy and Physiology
The oral cavity proper consists of organs such as the teeth, the gingiva, the
tongue, the hard and soft palates, the uvula, salivary glands, and the tonsils1. The teeth
are anchored in either the maxillary arch (upper jaw) or mandibulary arch (lower jaw).
The maxillary arch is part of the skull (the maxilla) and is the stationary portion of the
jaw. The mandibulary arch is a separate bone (the mandible) and is the movable portion
of the jaw. The gingiva is composed of a dense connective tissue with an external
epithelial layer that serves as a covering for the jawbones. The tongue is a muscular
organ that assists in digestion and sound production. The palate is also known as the roof
of the mouth and is composed of the hard and soft palates. The hard palate is part of the
maxilla and the soft palate is composed mostly of skeletal muscle. The soft palate
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extends to form the uvula. The soft palate and uvula serve to block the posterior entrance
to the respiratory system during the action of swallowing. The salivary glands are
composed of serous cells, mucous cells, and epithelial cells. There are multiple salivary
glands in the oral cavity. Finally, the tonsils are organs of the lymphatic system that
monitor the intake of nutrients for pathogens1. Figure 2.1 shows the anatomy of the oral
cavity proper including anatomical features previously discussed.

Figure 2.1: Oral Anatomy

The oral cavity serves as the entryway into the digestive system and the main
functions are mastication and early digestion. The entire oral cavity (except the teeth) is
lined by a mucous membrane. This mucous membrane produces saliva, via the salivary
glands.

These glands produce 1.0 to 1.5 liters of saliva per day.
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This saliva is

approximately 99.5% water and the other components include solutes such as
electrolytes, IgA, lysozyme, mucus, and salivary amylase. These solutes help decrease
the risk of bacterial infection, moisten and cleanse the oral cavity structures, dissolve
food molecules to stimulate taste receptors and break down carbohydrates. Besides
saliva, the teeth, known as the dentition, also function to break down food. The teeth
mechanically break down food through mastication. The teeth are actually vital organs to
digestion and are more complex than they appear1.

2.2 Tooth Anatomy and Physiology
During a lifetime, there are two dentitions in the human mouth. The primary
dentition consists of 20 teeth and these teeth are fewer in number and smaller than the
teeth in the permanent dentition. The primary dentition begins to appear around 6
months of age and is fully erupted around age 2 or 3. It functions until about age 6 to 8
and then begins getting replaced by the permanent dentition. From age 6 or 7 to about
age 12, the dentition is usually mixed between the primary and permanent teeth. The
permanent dentition consists of 32 teeth, which are larger than the primary teeth. By age
12 or 13, most humans have their full set of permanent teeth2,3.
The teeth in both dentitions consist of a crown, a neck and a root and are anchored
to the alveolar bone of the jaw by periodontal ligaments, as seen in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Histology of an erupting tooth (A) showing the gingivia (B), alveolar bone
(C) and periodontal ligament (D). Image from Wikimedia Commons.4

The crown is the exposed portion of the teeth, which is active in mastication. The neck is
the small transition area between the crown and the root, where the tooth narrows. The
root anchors the tooth into the bone, either the maxilla or mandibula. The root also
contains the vasculature that supplies the tooth with nutrients, the nerves that allow
sensation in the tooth, and much of the cellular component of the tooth2. The crown,
neck and root can be seen in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Superficial tooth anatomy (molar, left and incisor, right) indicating the
crown, neck and root of a typical adult tooth.

The crown of the tooth consists of three main layers: the enamel, the dentin, and
the pulp. The enamel is the protective covering of the crown of the tooth and the hardest
biologic tissue in the human body. Due to the hardness of enamel, it is also a brittle
material and susceptible to fracture. The enamel is produced during development by
ameloblasts in a process called amelogenesis.

Once this process is complete, the

ameloblasts disappear and are not generally found in fully developed teeth. Enamel is
composed of about 96% inorganic mineral and the other 4% is water and organic
material. The organic material in enamel consists of proteins, mainly enamelin. The main
inorganic mineral in enamel is hydroxyapatite, a calcium phosphate. Hydroxyapatite is
also found in bone, cementum and dentin and the structure provides the hardness of the
enamel. Enamel is structured in rods, which extend from the dentin towards the surface
of the tooth. Each rod consists of a rod core and a rod sheath, which are mainly
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composed of hydroxyapatite crystals that are oriented in different directions. As you
move from the enamel towards the dentin, there is a transition area called the
dentinoenamel junction2.
The dentin lies under the enamel and makes up most of the volume of the tooth.
It is composed of approximately 70% hydroxyapatite mineral, 20% organic material, and
10% water, by weight. The hydroxyapatite crystals in dentin are much smaller than those
in enamel. Also, the organic material is mostly collagen, with a small amount of other
proteins. Dentin is less hard and slightly more elastic than enamel. This allows for
repeated mastication without fraction of the enamel. This elasticity is due to the structure
of dentin. Dentin can be described as primary, secondary, or tertiary. Primary dentin is
the first type of dentin that develops during dentinogenesis near the dentinoenamel
junction. It has areas of globular structure and areas of tubular structure. Secondary
dentin has mainly tubular structure and makes up most of the volume of dentin in the
tooth. It develops more slowly than primary dentin, after the crown has reached clinical
functionality and the root is nearly finished developing. The dentin has this tubular
structure to allow fluid movement, as well as to allow for nerves and cytoplasmic
processes of odontoblasts to extend towards the surface of the tooth. Odontoblasts are
the cells that produce dentin and can be found during dentinogenesis as well as along the
pulp edge after dentinogenesis is complete. Finally, tertiary (or reparative) dentin only is
produced when an injury occurs and will be discussed in the next section2.
The pulp lies in the center of the tooth and is a soft tissue. The pulp contains a
dense connective tissue with many collagen fibers, large veins and arteries, and nerve
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trunks. In addition, the pulp contains the cellular component of the tooth. The main
bodies of odontoblast cells lie along the edge of the pulp with cellular processes
extending into the pulp.

Also, there are other cell types within the pulp, such as

fibroblasts, epithelial cells of the blood vessels, nerve cells of the nerve trunks, and
undifferentiated pulp cells. The pulp functions to provide vitality to the tooth through the
blood vessels, protect the tooth by responding to stimuli, such as pressure, heat, and cold,
and repair the tooth by sensing damage and eliciting a cellular response. However, the
tooth can still maintain its mechanical function even when the pulp is removed (e.g., after
a root canal procedure)2. All three tissue layers described can be seen in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Deep tooth anatomy. The arrows indicate the three tissue types present in the
tooth: enamel, dentin, and pulp.

The root of the tooth also contains dentin and pulp, which are essentially the same
as in the crown. One difference is the outer layer of the root; instead of enamel, the outer
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surface is covered in cementum. The cementum is also composed of bone-like tissue and
it serves to seal the dentin tubules of the root as well as provide an attachment point for
the periodontal ligaments, which anchor the tooth to the jawbone.

Cementum is

produced by cementoblasts, which then get embedded in lacunae and are deemed
cementocytes. Cementum is composed of the same mineral as dentin and enamel, but
with fewer crystals.

It is slightly softer than dentin, but also is constantly being

remodeled and repaired by the cementocytes to maintain a smooth surface2.

2.3 Tooth Repair Mechanisms
Although the mineral matrix and cells of the teeth are similar to those found in
bone, teeth do not undergo the extent of repair and remodeling that bone does. When an
injury extends only through the enamel, biological repair does not occur. However, when
the dentin is compromised, tertiary dentinogenesis can occur. If the injury to the dentin
does not damage more than 5 or 6% of odontoblasts, with at least 0.25 mm of intact
dentin, a significant amount of tertiary dentin is produced rapidly. This tertiary (or
reparative) dentin has an unorganized structure and decreased mechanical properties,
when compared to primary or secondary dentin. If the injury to the dentin damages over
40% of odontoblasts, leaving less than 0.25 mm of dentin (down to 0.008 mm), minimal
production of tertiary dentin occurs. Finally, if the injury extends all the way down to the
pulp and a majority of odontoblasts are damaged, undifferentiated pulp cells must take
their place. These cells migrate to the edge of the pulp and differentiate into odontoblastlike cells (called odontoblastoid cells). These cells produce reparative dentin and create a
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dentin bridge. Again, this dentin is not as organized as the original dentin and serves to
protect the pulp from further injury5.
It is believed that the undifferentiated pulp cells are a population of progenitor
cells that receive signals to differentiate after injury to the odontoblasts. These cells have
not been fully characterized and the mechanism of differentiation is still unclear.
However, these cells can be isolated and differentiation to odontoblastoid cells can be
induced with various stimuli5. These cells will be discussed further in section 6 of this
chapter.

2.4 Pathologies
There are several common causes of tooth damage and eventual tooth loss. These
include gingivitis, periodontitis, abscesses, and caries. Gingivitis is a very common
pathology, which involves inflammation of the gingiva. A build-up of plaque, which
hardens to form tartar, is usually the culprit that causes gingivitis. Regular removal of
plaque, by tooth brushing, and tartar, via dental cleanings, are necessary to prevent
gingivitis. The plaque and tartar build-up lead to bacterial infection that cause the
inflammation of the gums and receding of the gum line. Gingivitis can be reversed with
treatment from a dentist, or it can advance to periodontitis6.
Periodontitis occurs when gingivitis goes untreated. In this case, the infection
spreads to the periodontal ligaments and bone of the jaw. As the gingiva becomes
inflamed, it pulls away from the tooth and bacteria collects in the pocket that has formed.
This bacteria begins attacking the ligaments and bones. If left untreated at the point of
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periodontitis, the degradation of the ligaments and bone that support the teeth usually
leads to tooth loss6.
Abscesses are collections of infected fluid (pus) that can be the result of
periodontitis or tooth decay. They can occur between the tissue of the gingiva and the
root of the tooth, as a result of periodontitis, or inside the tooth pulp, usually as a result of
tooth decay. The most common symptom of an abscess is a severe toothache, as well as
the tooth being sensitive to touch, hot, and cold6.
Tooth decay is the second most common pathology in humans. Besides plaque
being the cause of gingivitis, it is also the cause of caries. The bacteria in plaque
combine with the sugars and acids in food to begin degrading the enamel and then the
dentin. Caries are generally painless until they reach the nerves deep in the dentin and in
the pulp. Regular brushing can reduce the instances of dental caries. In addition, a
dentist can stop the progression of most caries before the tooth is un-savable6.

2.5 Current Treatments
A dentist can provide the current treatments for the dental pathologies discussed
above. Gingivitis and periodontitis are generally treated in the same way. A dentist
performs thorough cleaning to remove plaque and tartar build-up and the patient is
instructed to brush their teeth more frequently and have more regular dental check-ups.
In extreme cases of periodontitis, antibiotics may be prescribed6.
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Abscesses can also be treated with antibiotics. If the infection is too great, a root
canal may need to be performed or the tooth may need to be removed in order to drain the
abscess. In addition, pain relievers and salt-water rinses may be recommended6.
Dental caries, if caught early, can be repaired easily. Typically the dentist will
drill out the decayed tooth tissue and fill it with an amalgam or ceramic filling.
Amalgams are mercury/silver alloys that are typically used for posterior teeth, where high
load-bearing surfaces are present, due to their high strength and wear resistance.
Ceramics are typically used for aesthetic restorations in the anterior teeth. They have
high wear resistance, but low resistance to fracture. This is acceptable for anterior teeth,
since they are not heavy load bearing surfaces.7 If the decay is extensive and there is not
enough natural tissue to support a filling, a crown may be used. A crown is also made
out of a metal alloy or a ceramic and caps the tooth. Finally, if the tooth decay has
damaged the pulp, a root canal may be performed. In a root canal, the pulp, along with
the nerves and blood vessels are removed and the space is filled with a sealing material.
If the surface of the tooth is badly damaged as well, a crown may also be fitted over the
tooth6. Dental fillings and crowns can be seen in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Various dental restorations. The types of restorations shown include: a
ceramic crown (A), a combination metal-ceramic crown both removed from (B) and
attached to (D) a tooth, and a dental amalgam (C).

One problem with the current treatment for dental caries is the filling materials
used do not match the mechanical properties of the natural tooth. This can lead to the
filling becoming loose and falling out. In addition, the mismatch of mechanical properties
can cause fractures of the tooth, due to the transfer of stress. Also, space between the
filling and the tooth tissue can become an area where bacteria can continue to grow and
extend the area of tooth decay5. One solution to the issue with dental materials could be
to develop a more natural material from dental cells. Since undifferentiated cells exist
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within the pulp, these cells could be harvested, differentiated into odontoblast-like cells,
and utilized to produce new dentin to repair the tooth.

2.6 Dental Pulp Stem Cells
2.6.1 Characterization
Dental pulp stem cells (DPSCs) are one of the several stem cell populations that
have been identified in dental tissues. Periodontal ligament stem cells (PDLSCs) and
stem cells from human exfoliated deciduous teeth (SHED) have been isolated from the
periodontal tissue and pulp of primary teeth, respectively8,9. Intact ligaments and primary
teeth are required to isolate these cells, which indicates that plans to collect these tissues
must be coordinated in advance. Conversely, DPSCs can be easily isolated from the pulp
of extracted third molars (wisdom teeth). Additionally, DPSCs have shown the capability
to form a dentin-pulp complex when transplanted into immunocompromised mice8,9.
These DPSCs can be characterized as mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) since they
have been shown to express the following markers:

STRO-1, CD73, CD90, and

CD1058,10,11,12. They also have several expressed markers in common with bone marrow
stromal cells (BMSCs) and osteogenic cells.

These include:

alkaline phosphatase,

collagen I, osteonectin, osteopontin, osteocalcin, bone sialoprotein, matrix extraellular
phosphoglycoprotein (MEPE)10,12,13.

DPSCs also can be described as highly

proliferative, multipotent, and single colony-forming. DPSCs are also known to survive
cryopreservation quite well, when compared to BMSCs10,11,13,14. These characteristics
make DPSCs ideal candidates for tissue engineering applications.
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2.6.2 Differentiation Potential
Several studies have investigated the multi-lineage differentiation potential of
DPSCs.

These studies have used various media components to attempt to induce

neurogenic,

osteogenic/odontogenic,

chondrogenic differentiation14,15,16.

adipogenic,

myogenic,

endothelial,

and

Of these, it has been reported that neurogenic,

osteogenic/odontogenic, and endothelial differentiation are more easily induced. This is
possibly because these cell types occur naturally within the tooth pulp14,16,17. In addition,
osteogenic/odontogenic differentiation seems to be the easiest to induce when culturing
DPSCs, due to their ability to form multilayers and mineralized nodules in vitro18.
Adipogenic, myogenic, and chondrogenic differentiation are possible with potent
differentiation cocktails.

2.6.3 Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine Approaches
Traditional tissue engineering methods involve building a scaffold, seeding cells
on this scaffold, culturing the new cell-scaffold construct in a bioreactor, and
transplanting the construct into a patient. These methods can be applied to dental tissue
engineering as well. Tooth-like structures can be formed when tooth germ cells are
seeded on a scaffold and transplanted into immunocompromised mice. However, the
forming tissue is not well organized and multiple tooth-like structures form. These
studies, however, demonstrated the potential for tooth germs to re-organize into
appropriate tissues. Another method is the co-culture of epithelial- and mesenchymal-
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stem cells, each isolated from the tooth germ, before creating an organ culture. When
this construct is implanted, only one tooth-like structure forms19,20.
Finally, DPSCs have shown promise for application in such tissue engineering
constructs. They show the ability to produce a dentin-pulp like complex. In addition,
they behave similarly to BMSCs, but with improved ability to differentiate after
cryopreservation. These unique characteristics indicate the possibility of generating a
material from DPSCs that can be used as an autologous transplant, which would
regenerate damaged tooth tissue in vivo.

This new material would share the same

chemical and mechanical properties of natural tooth tissue and be an improved restorative
dentistry option5.
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CHAPTER 3. EVALUATION OF SUBSTRATE STIFFNESS ON MORPHOLOGY,
GROWTH, AND DIFFERENTIATION OF DENTAL PULP STEM CELLS.

3.1 Background
3.1.1 Differentiation with Other Factors
It is well known that mesenchymal stem cells will differentiate to osteoblasts,
adipocytes, chondrocytes, neurons, myocytes, and other mature cell types when exposed
to the appropriate growth factors and/or inorganic compounds1. This is also true for
dental pulp cells. Osteogenic differentiation has been reported with the addition of an
osteogenic

cocktail

of

dexamethasone,

L-ascorbic

acid

2-phosphate

and

!-

glycerophosphate (or another organic phosphate source), but also can be seen in extended
culture times of dental pulp cells, without any differentiation factors2,3,4.

Neuronal

differentiation has been reported by first inducing epigenetic reprogramming with 5azacytidine, then a concurrent activation of the PKC and PKA pathways, followed by the
application of a neurogenic cocktail including conventional factors, such as neurotrophin3, nerve growth factor, bFGF, EGF, and retinoic acid2,5.

In addition, neurogenic

differentiation has been reported with the addition of !-mercaptoethanol, DMSO, and
butylated hydroxyanisole6. Smooth muscle cell differentiation has been reported in the
presence of !-TGF4 and also in the presence of dexamethasone and hydrocortisone6.
Adipocyte differentiation has been reported after intermittent exposure to dexamethasone
for several weeks or by a more potent adipogenic cocktail5,7. In contrast to bone marrow
stromal cells, it has been reported that it is more difficult to induce myogenic, adipogenic
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and chondrogenic differentiation of dental pulp cells than osteogenic and neurogenic.
This could be due to the fact that odontoblasts and nerve cells are readily found in teeth,
but myocytes, adipocytes and chondrocytes are not. However, studies show that it is still
possible to achieve these cell types with strong differentiation factors6. These studies
show that differentiation of dental pulp stem cells to various mature cell types can be
achieved with the appropriate growth factors; however, it may not be possible to have a
constant and prolonged supply of such growth factors in a tissue-engineering construct.
One alternative is to adjust the properties of the tissue-engineering construct, so that
differentiation can be achieved without special media.

3.1.2 Substrates with Tunable Mechanical Properties
Varying the mechanical properties, specifically the elastic modulus, is one way
that a tissue-engineering construct could be altered.

Historically, polyacrylamide

substrates have been chosen due to the relative ease of control over the elasticity8,9. Such
substrates are created by varying the ratio of acrylamide to bis-acrylamide monomers in
solution prior to polymerization. Increasing the concentration of bis-acrylamide in the
monomer solution will increase the amount of branching that occurs when the solution
undergoes polymerization. In addition, forming thin gels between two glass coverslips
can create a uniform thickness. If one of the glass coverslips is activated so that some
acrylamide monomer will bond to it, the gel will remain adhered to that coverslip when
the other is removed. Finally, the surface of polyacrylamide can be easily modified to
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attach ECM proteins for cellular attachment using a standard photoreactive crosslinkerbased chemistry9.

3.1.3 Relation to Bone Marrow Stromal Cells and Previous Work.
Regeneration of the dentin-pulp complex has recently become of interest to the
field of tissue engineering due to the differentiation potential of isolated dental pulp stem
cells. Previous research has shown that cells isolated from human pulp have the ability to
form a structure similar to the dentin-pulp complex1,3,10,11. In addition, it is possible to
control the formation of certain tissue using substrate elasticity. Previous work has been
done on the effects of varying the substrate elasticity for the growth and differentiation of
bone marrow stromal cells8, however dental pulp cells have yet to be studied. Engler, et
al. have shown the differentiation potential of bone marrow stromal cells on
polyacrylamide hydrogels with a range of elasticity, from less than 1 kPa up to about 40
kPa.

They determined that a stiffness range of 0.1-1 kPa induces neurogenic

differentiation, a stiffness range of 8-17 kPa induces myogenic differentiation, and a
stiffness range of 25-40 kPa induces osteogenic differentiation8. If such conditions
induce similar differentiation patterns in dental pulp stem cells, this could show great
promise for dental tissue regeneration. In theory, a stiff area of a tissue-engineering
construct could induce odontoblast differentiation and dentin regeneration, while a less
stiff area could induce neurogenic differentiation and nerve regeneration in the pulp.
This study investigates the differentiation potential of dental pulp stem cells to
odontoblasts on polyacrylamide hydrogels with various elastic moduli.
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3.2 Experimental Design
3.2.1 Dental Pulp Stem Cell Isolation and Characterization
The dental pulp stem cells (DPSCs) were isolated from human impacted third
molars using the protocol described by Liu, et al12. These teeth are commonly extracted
for dental reasons, thus can easily be collected for research. Briefly, the extracted teeth
were placed into sterile saline. The external surfaces were cleaned and sterilized with
70% ethanol, then washed with several changes of sterile PBS. Sterile dental fissure burs
were used to expose the pulp cavity. The pulp tissue was then removed and placed in
!MEM using sterile forceps and minced with a sterile scalpel blade. The minced tissue
was then digested in a solution of 3 mg/mL collagenase type I and 4 mg/mL dispase for
30-45 minutes at 37°C. After digestion, additional !MEM was added and the cell
suspension was centrifuged at 1200 rpm for 10 minutes. The cell pellet was re-suspended
in mesenchymal stem cell growth medium and passed through a 70 µm cell strainer. The
single cell suspension was then cultured in mesenchymal stem cell growth medium at
37°C and 5% CO212.
To select for purified DPSCs, the cell suspension was incubated with STRO-1
(mouse IgM), 3G5 (mouse IgM), or CC9 (mouse IgG2a) antibodies for 1 hr on ice. The
cells were washed twice with PBS/1%BSA then incubated with either sheep anti-mouse
IgG-conjugated or rat anti-mouse IgM-conjugated Dynabeads for 1 hr, shaking at 4°C.
The bead positive cells were selected out with a Dynal MPC"1 magnetic particle
concentrator. The bead positive cells were then cultured as described above12.
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3.2.2 Culture Conditions
For the experiments, the cells were cultured in one of the following three medium
types: mesenchymal stem cell growth medium (MSCGM), osteogenic differentiation
medium (ODM), or osteogenic differentiation medium with the addition of
hydroxyapatite microparticles (ODM+HA). The MSCGM consists of !MEM containing
15% fetal bovine serum, 2 mM GlutaMAX™, 100 µM L-ascorbic acid 2-phosphate, 2.5
µg/mL amphotericin B, 100 U/mL penicillin and 100 µg/mL streptomycin. The ODM
consists of !MEM containing 15% fetal bovine serum, 2 mM GlutaMAX™, 100 µM Lascorbic acid 2-phosphate, 1.8 mM KH2PO4, 10 nM dexamethasone, 2.5 µg/mL
amphotericin B, 100 U/mL penicillin and 100 µg/mL streptomycin. The ODM+HA
includes spherical hydroxyapatite particles (MP Biomedicals) with an average particle
diameter of 40 µm. The particles were added to deionized (DI) water at a concentration
of 10 mg/ml and sterilized. The particle suspension was briefly vortexed and then 50 µL
were added to the ODM+HA cultures. The cells were cultured on the polyacrylamide
substrates in 6-well cell culture plates and each well contained 3 mL of media. The cells
on the substrates were analyzed at short time periods (days 1, 3, and 5) as well as at long
time periods (day 7, 14, and 21).

3.2.3 Substrate Preparation
Polyacrylamide hydrogels with varying elasticities were synthesized by varying
the ratio of acrylamide monomer to bis-acrylamide monomer in the monomer solution
prior to polymerization. These substrates were created on #1 glass coverslips, measuring
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22 mm X 22 mm. The polyacrylamide hydrogels were prepared based on the protocol
described by Tse and Engler9. First, the glass coverslips had to be activated in order for
the polyacrylamide to adhere. The glass coverslips were cleaned with an NaOH solution
by submerging them for several minutes.

Then, the coverslips were removed and

allowed to dry, leaving a thin layer of NaOH film on the surface. Next, each coverslip
was coated on the NaOH side with 3-Aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES). The APTES
was allowed to react for 5 minutes then rinsed with DI water at least 3 times to ensure
complete removal of excess APTES. Each rinse was for 5 minutes, shaking. Next, a
solution of 0.5% gluteraldehyde was added to the same side of the coverslip as the
APTES and allowed to react for 30 minutes. Again, the coverslips were rinsed with DI
water 3 times, shaking. The coverslips were either stored in DI water, if they were to be
used up to 48 hours later, or allowed to air dry to be used immediately9.
The polyacrylamide hydrogels were polymerized on the activated coverslips in
water. The acrylamide and bis-acrylamide monomers were added in the amounts listed in
Table 3.1, as well as 1M HEPES buffer and DI water, to a small glass beaker and stirred
gently. Next, 30 µL of ammonium persulfate (10 mg/100 µl of PBS, made fresh) and 20
µL of tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) were added. Immediately, 25 µL of the
acrylamide solution was added to each activated coverslip and another clean coverslip
was placed on top. The hydrogel on the coverslip was allowed to polymerize until the
leftover hydrogel in the glass beaker also polymerized. Approximately 2 mL of 50 mM
HEPES solution was added to help with the removal of the top coverslip. A pair of thin
forceps was used to remove the top coverslip and each gel-coverslip composite was
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placed into a well of a 6-well plate and rinsed with PBS twice before storing in fresh
PBS9.

Acrylamide
40%
2% BisDI Water
1M
Elastic
(%)/BisAcrylamide
Acrylamide
HEPES
Modulus
Acrylamide
solution
solution
(kPa)
(%)
8/0.06
1000 µL
150 µL
3800 µL
50 µL
3.32±0.29*
8/0.1
1000 µL
250 µL
3700 µL
50 µL
9.78±1.00*
8/0.48
1000 µL
1200 µL
2750 µL
50 µL
40.40±2.39**
8/0.8
1000 µL
2000 µL
1950 µL
50 µL
75.07±5.10*
Table 3.1: Acrylamide/Bis-Acrylamide addition table and respective Elastic Modulus
*measured with AFM nanoindentation (see Appendix A)

**from literature9

Since polyacrylamide does not promote cellular attachment, an ECM protein
coating is necessary. Fibronectin was selected as the ECM protein and attached to the
hydrogel via sulfo-SANPAH. First, the PBS was aspirated from each well. Next, ~500
µL of 0.2mg/mL sufosuccinimidyl-6-(4!-azido-2!-nitrophenylamino)-hexanoate (sulfoSANPAH) was added to each hydrogel. The hydrogels were placed about 3 inches from
a UV light source for 10 minutes. Then, the sulfo-SANPAH was aspirated they were
rinsed twice with 50 mM HEPES to remove excess sulfo-SANPAH. Finally, 200 µL of a
solution of 125 µg/mL fibronectin (to achieve 5µg/cm2 coating) in 50mM HEPES was
added to each hydrogel and allowed to react with the N-hydroxysuccinimide ester in the
sulfo-SANPAH overnight at 37°C. The hydrogels were then rinsed with PBS. To
sterilize the gels before seeding the DPSCs on them, the hydrogels were placed in 1 mL
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of sterile PBS and placed in a biohazard laminar flow hood under UV light for 30
minutes9.

3.2.4 Experimental Timeline
DPSCs were plated on each substrate at a density of 10,000 cells/hydrogel (~2000
cells/cm2). They were given 30 minutes to adhere before adding MSCGM. The cells
were allowed 1 day to stabilize then the media was changed to the experimental
conditions. The day when the experimental conditions were applied was considered day
0.

Figure 3.1 gives a timeline of the various experimental conditions and analysis

techniques used.
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Day -1

Day 0

Day 1

Day 3

Day 5

Day 7

•! Cells plated in MSCGM

•! Media changed to MSCGM, ODM, or ODM+HA

•! Brightfield imaging, ALP specific activity

•! Brightfield imaging, ALP specific activity

•! Brightfield imaging, ALP specific activity

•! Brightfield imaging, ALP specific activity, Confocal, Alizarin red staining (3kPa, 10kPa and glass substrates only)

•! Media change

•! Media change

•! Media change

Day 14

•! Brightfield imaging, ALP specific activity, Confocal (3kPa, 10kPa and glass substrates only), Alizarin red staining (3kPa, 10kPa and glass substrates only)

•! Media change

•! Media change

•! Media change

Day 21

•! Brightfield imaging, ALP specific activity, Confocal (3kPa, 10kPa and glass substrates only), Alizarin red staining (3kPa, 10 kPa and glass substrates only)

Figure 3.1: Timeline of experimental conditions and days of analysis.
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The cells in each of the experimental conditions were evaluated at both short and
long time points for morphological changes and ALP production and at long time periods
for mineralization and osteopontin production.

Morphological changes and ALP

production are both early indicators of osteogenic differentiation, where as mineralization
will not occur until later time periods in culture.

3.2.5 Cell Imaging
The cells were imaged with a standard inverted microscope, as well as a laser
confocal microscope. Images with the standard microscope were all taken with a 10X
objective prior to fixing or lysing the cells. In order to stain for confocal microscopy,
immunocytochemistry for the protein osteopontin was performed, as well as standard
staining of the nuclei and actin filaments. First, the cells were washed with sterile PBS
then 4% paraformaldehyde was applied for 10 minutes. Again, the cells were washed
with PBS. The cells were permeabilized with a solution of 0.1% Triton-X and 0.01 M
Glycine in PBS for 30 minutes. Next, the cells were rinsed with a 5% bovine serum
albumin (BSA) solution (in PBS) followed by a rinse of 5% normal donkey serum (in a
1% BSA solution in PBS). Next, a mouse anti-osteopontin IgG1 antibody (supernatant,
diluted 1:10 in 1% BSA in PBS) was added and incubated overnight at 4°C. The mouse
anti-osteopontin IgG1 (supernatant), developed by M. Solursh and A. Franzen, was
obtained from the Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank developed under the auspices
of the NICHD and maintained by The University of Iowa, Department of Biology, Iowa
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City, IA 52242. After the incubation with the primary antibody, the cells were rinsed
twice with 1% BSA (in PBS) and once with 5% normal donkey serum (in a 1% BSA
solution in PBS). Next, a 2mg/mL Alexa Fluor 647 donkey anti-mouse IgG (diluted
1:100 in 1% BSA in PBS) was added for 2 hours at 37°C. The cells were rinsed in 1%
BSA (in PBS) and then PBS. Next, 488 Phalloidin (1:100 in PBS) was added at room
temperature for 1 hour, shaking.

The cells were rinsed twice with PBS.

Prior to

mounting the hydrogels on glass slides for confocal microscopy, SlowFade® Gold
antifade reagent with DAPI was added.

Images were taken on a Zeiss confocal

microscope or a Nikon confocal microscope with a 40X oil lens.

3.2.6 Osteogenic Differentiation Assays
The cells were analyzed for calcification with an Alizarin Red stain. Alizarin red
is a standard histological stain used to determine Ca2+ accumulation in tissues and cell
cultures by staining it red. The cells were fixed with the same method as for the confocal
microscopy staining.

Next, a 1% Alizarin Red solution (in DI water with 0.01%

ammonium hydroxide) was added to the cells for approximately 10 minutes. The excess
stain was removed and the cells were washed with 5-6 changes of DI water. The cells
were then counterstained with a 1% Light Green solution (in DI water with 1% glacial
acetic acid) for approximately 10 seconds. The excess stain was removed and the cells
were washed with several changes of DI water. The cells were stored in DI water until
imaging.
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The cells were also evaluated for alkaline phosphatase specific activity at each of
the time points. Alkaline phosphatase is an enzyme commonly found in osteogenic
cultures and it is an early marker of osteogenic differentiation of stem cells. Cells
reserved for this assay were rinsed once with sterile PBS and then lysed with
Mammalian-Protein Extraction Reagent™(M-PER). 300 µL of the M-PER was applied
to each polyacrylamide gel for 20 minutes. The lysates were collected in microcentrifuge
tubes, spun down, and the supernatant was used for the BCA and alkaline phosphatase
assays. A BCA kit (Thermo Scientific) was used to detect total protein in the supernatant
by adding 200 µL of the kit working reagent to a 25 µL of the supernatant, allowing the
reaction to occur for 30 minutes at 37°C, and reading the color change at 562 nm. A
standard curve was created by diluting a stock solution of 1 mg/mL BSA to various
concentrations, creating a plot of concentration vs. absorbance, and determining the bestfit line.

The alkaline phosphatase assay was also performed on a sample of the

supernatant.

The substrate for the alkaline phosphatase reaction was prepared by

dissolving a pNPP tablet in 4 mL of DI water.

Next, 1 mL of 5X concentrated

diethanolamine buffer and 50 µL of 0.01 g/mL MgCl2 was added. In a microcentrifuge
tube, a 50 µL sample of the supernatant, 50 µL of DI water, and 300 µL of the assay
substrate.

The alkaline phosphatase enzyme in the sample catalyzes the

dephosphorylation of the colorless pNPP to yellow pNP. The reaction is allowed to
proceed for 30 minutes at 37°C then stopped with 25 µL of 2 M NaOH and the color
change is read at 405 nm. A standard curve was created by diluting a stock solution of
400 µg/mL pNP to various concentrations, adding the 2 M NaOH, creating a plot of
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concentration vs. absorbance, and determining the best-fit line. Figure 3.2 outlines the
calculation for alkaline phosphatase specific activity:

!

total protein absorbance ! total
protein concentration in µg/mL
(using the standard curve)

total pNP absorbance ! total
pNP concentration in µg/mL
(using the standard curve)

µg/mL of total protein/1000 =
mg/mL of total protein

!
µg/mL of pNP/139 µg/µmol =
µmol/mL of pNP

!

Alkaline Phosphatase Specific
Activity = µmol S/mg protein/30
min
!

µmol/mL of pNP = µmol S/mL of
pNPP

Figure 3.2: Flow chart for determination of alkaline phosphatase specific activity.

Statistical analysis was performed for the results of the alkaline phosphatase
specific activity assays. A general linear model was fit with alkaline phosphatase specific
activity as the response and substrate, media, and a substrate by media interaction as the
treatment effects. The initial model was analyzed under the assumption of constant
variance for the substrate effect, media effect and substrate by media interaction effect. If
the assumptions weren’t satisfied, an appropriate mixed model was fit.
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Multiple

comparisons were conducted using Tukey’s adjustment for multiplicity. Significance
will be judged using !=0.05. (See Appendix B)

3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Imaging Results
Images were taken at 100X total magnification for each of the culture conditions
at each time point. It was observed that on each of the polyacrylamide hydrogels, the
cells initially attached and grew for the first 7 days, indicating that the fibronectin coating
was sufficient. However, after those first 7 days, the cells started to detach from the
hydrogel and only survived on the edges of the coverslips or in gel defects. In these
spaces, where the cells could attach to the glass directly, the cells rapidly became
confluent. In addition, it was observed that in the media with HA particles, the cells
clustered around the particles. Several of these images are shown in Figure 3.3. These
images show how the cells initially attached (Day 1) and were detaching in most cultures
at a later time point (Day 14).

Day 1

Day 14

A1
MSCGM, 3kPa gel

!

A2
MSCGM, 3kPa gel
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B1
ODM, 3kPa gel

B2
ODM, 3kPa gel

C1
ODM+HA, 3kPa gel

C2
ODM+HA, 3kPa gel

D1
MSCGM, 10 kPa gel

D2
MSCGM, 10 kPa gel

E1
ODM, 10 kPa gel

!

E2
ODM, 10 kPa gel
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F1
ODM+HA, 10 kPa

F2
ODM+HA, 10 kPa

G1
MSCGM, 40 kPa

G2
MSCGM, 40 kPa

H1
ODM, 40 kPa

H2
ODM, 40 kPa

I1
ODM+HA, 40 kPa

!

I2
ODM+HA, 40 kPa
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J1
MSCGM, 75 kPa

J2
MSCGM, 75 kPa

K1
ODM, 75 kPa

K2
ODM, 75 kPa

L1
ODM+HA, 75 kPa

L2
ODM+HA, 75 kPa

M1
MSCGM, glass

!

M2
MSCGM, glass
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N1
ODM, glass

N2
ODM, glass

O1
ODM+HA, glass

O2
ODM+HA, glass

Figure 3.3: Phase contrast images of DSCs at 100X total objective on day 1 (left, 1) and
day 14 (right, 2) for each substrate and media condition. (All scalebars are 100 µm)

3.3.2 Immuncytochemistry results
The immuncytochemistry performed on samples of fixed cells was used as a
detection method for the protein osteopontin. Osteopontin is a highly phosphorylated
sialoprotein produced by osteogenic cells and is typically found in mineralized tissues.
Osteopontin is thought to be a widely used protein in many biological events, however it
seems to be an important component in the formation, remodeling, and maintenance of
bones and teeth10,11,13. In addition, 488 Phalloidin was used to stain the actin filaments,
for a reference. Confocal images were taken on either a Zeiss or Nikon microscope using
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either a 40X oil immersion lens or a 60X water lens. It was noted that some osteopontin
protein was present in all the cells, no matter which substrate they were on or which
media type was used. In addition, the osteopontin was present throughout the cytoplasm.
In a few cells, at 7 days, it appeared that the cells were pinching off vesicles containing
osteopontin. All of these can be seen in Figure 3.4, where the osteopontin is stained
purple and the actin is stained green.

Figure 3.4: Confocal images of DPSCs on each substrate for each media condition
at day 7. (All scalebars are 50 µm)
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3.3.3 Alkaline Phosphatase Activity Results and Statistical Analysis
The Alkaline Phosphatase (ALP) assay was used to determine the specific activity
of the enzyme alkaline phosphatase in each culture. Alkaline phosphatase is an enzyme
readily produced in osteogenic cells to aid with mineralization and the detection of an
increase

in

the

enzyme

activity

was

used

to

indicate

early

osteogenic

differentiation10,11,14. ALP catalyzes the dephosphorylation of p-Nitrophenol phosphate,
which is colorless, to p-Nitrophenol, which is yellow in color. The concentration of pNitrophenol in solution, after incubation of cell lysates from each culture condition with
p-Nitrophenolphenol-containing buffer for 30 minutes, is an indication of the amount of
ALP present in the total protein solution.
It was observed that the specific activity of ALP was very low for the first 7 days
of culture, however; there was a sharp increase between day 7 and day 21. The cells
were not confluent by day 7 of the experiment, but by days 14 and 21 they were. This
could explain the increase in ALP specific activity. It was also observed that the specific
activity of ALP varied greatly at individual time points from experiment to experiment.
In particular, the day 14 and 21 experiments on the glass substrate had a variance
on the same order of magnitude as the specific activity value. This can be explained in
two ways. First, our lab experienced a strange phenomenon of slowed growth of all cell
cultures during the time that the day 14 and day 21 measurements were taken. It is likely
that the dental pulp cells were affected by the same incident as the other cells. Also,
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there may have been a variation in the glass coverslips used for the different experiments.
This could have caused a difference in how the cells grew on the glass or how quickly
they became confluent. The ALP results (ALP specific activity is measured in µmol
S/mg protein/min) for each day are summarized in the figure below.

A

B
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C

D

!
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E

F
Figure 3.5: Alkaline Phosphatase Specific Activity measured at each of 6 time points for
the various substrates and media types.
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From Figure 3.5, we can see that the very low ALP specific activity over the first
7 days (see vertical axis) in culture always was followed by a sharp increase for the last 2
weeks in culture. On all substrates it was noted that by day 7, the cells in the MSCGM
generally had the lowest ALP activity over the course of the experiments. This may
indicate early osteogenic differentiation started after 7 days in culture. In addition, it
cannot be determined if the addition of HA particles accelerated or hindered ALP
production. At some time points the cells with HA particles had lower ALP production
and at other time points they had higher ALP production. Finally, though there was a lot
of variability in the data, the cells cultured on glass had consistently higher ALP
production throughout the experiment. This is consistent with the idea that mesenchymal
stem cells follow an osteogenic lineage on rigid substrates. However, it appears that the
dental pulp cells were more sensitive to the hydrogel elasticities than previously reported
with bone marrow stromal cells, since it was reported in literature that osteogenic
differentiation could occur on substrates with an elastic modulus of 25 kPa to 40 kPa.
More trials are needed to analyze the alkaline phosphatase (ALP) production by
the cells on the 40 kPa and 75 kPa gels, so only the ALP production by the cells on 3 kPa
gel, 10 kPa gel and glass were analyzed. The model was fit for each of the days: 1, 3, 5,
7, 14, and 21. The constant variance assumption was not satisfied for each day and so a
mixed model was fit with a different variance for each of the substrate type.
On all of the days there were no significant interaction effects between the
substrate type and media type on ALP activity.

However, on days 1,3,5,14, 21,In

addition, there were no fixed substrate or media effects on ALP activity. However, the
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variations used in the model show an interesting trend. The variance for the glass
substrate was at least one order of magnitude larger than the variances for both the 3 kPa
and 10 kPa substrates (Table 3.2).
On day 7, the main effect due to substrate was not significant (p=0.0780),
however the main effect due to the media was significant (p=0.0391). A significant
difference was found in the average ALP specific activity between the MSCGM and
ODM+HA media types (p=0.0347). As with the other days, the variance for the glass
substrate was an order of magnitude larger than the variances for the other two substrates.
The fact that the media effect was only apparent on day 7 may indicate that this was an
anomaly and there are no true differences between the conditions for the whole
experimental timeline. Though it appears that the glass substrates elicited the highest
ALP response, the variation between samples was too great to achieve statistical
significance, as is common with many biological samples.
!
Day 1
Day 3
Day 5
Day 7
Day 14
Day 21

3 kPa gel
4.553 x 10-9
1.087 x 10-8
3.813 x 10-9
2.879 x 10-9
4.799 x 10-6
0.000026

10 kPa gel
2.902 x 10-9
3.309 x 10-8
3.583 x 10-8
5.036 x 10-9
5.645 x 10-6
0.000030

Glass
1.9 x 10-7
1.028 x 10-6
6.755 x 10-7
4.218 x 10-8
0.000055
0.000289

Table 3.2: Variances used in the mixed model for each substrate on each day.
3.3.4 Mineralization Results
The Alizarin Red stain was used to visualize calcium deposits within the cell
cultures. In addition, the Light Green stain was used to visualize any collagen produced
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by the cells. It was noted that the areas where cells tended to become confluent quickly,
such as in gel defects or along the edges of the gel, were the only areas with significant
mineralization. This may indicate that the confluency of the cells in certain areas led to
the mineralization and not the elasticity of the substrate. It was also noted that there was
a sheet of mineralized matrix surrounding the gel substrates, but not on the coverslip.
This sheet of mineralized matrix freely lifted off of the bottom of the well of the 6-well
plate. As expected, the amount of calcium present increase with increasing culture time.
However, there did not appear to be much accumulation of collagen, as indicated by the
green counterstain, in any of the cultures.

In contrast, the sheet of mineralization

described around the edge of the gel substrates was present across the whole glass
coverslip for the control experiment. Figure 3.6 shows the described staining results.

MSCGM

ODM

ODM+HA

MSCGM

ODM

A
3 kPa gel, day 7

D
10 kPa gel, day 7

B
3 kPa gel, day 14

E
10 kPa gel, day 14

C
3 kPa gel, day 21
!

ODM+HA

F
10 kPa gel, day 14
56!

MSCGM

ODM

ODM+HA

G
glass, day 7

H
glass, day 14

I
glass, day 21
Figure 3.6: Alizarin red staining of 3 kPa (A-C), 10 kPa (D-F) and glass (G-I) substrates.
Red staining indicates Ca2+, while green staining indicates collagen.

While it appears that the most staining occurred on the glass at day 21 in the
ODM+HA media, this data still needs to be quantified. It is proposed, in the future, that
image analysis be used.

An image will be taken of each coverslip or hydrogel

individually and it will be cropped down so that just the coverslip or hydrogel is visible.
Next the number of red pixels will be determined in 4 areas on each substrate and
averaged together. The same will be done with the number of green pixels. The relative
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amount of staining can be given, as a percent increase from a blank coverslip or blank
gel.

3.3.5 Summary and Significance
These results lead us to conclude that dental pulp stem cells are more sensitive to
changes in substrate elasticity than bone marrow stromal cells. We did not see the
neurogenic or myogenic phenotypic shift that occurred on the softer substrates with the
bone marrow stromal cells, however, we also did not include the neurogenic or myogenic
differentiation factors in the media like the previous study. When focusing on the shorter
time points (days 1, 3, and 5), morphological changes were not seen based solely on
substrate elasticity. In addition, no significant changes between the substrates in regards
to ALP production by the cells were noted. When comparing to the study by Engler, et
al8, in which bone marrow stromal cells differentiated to various lineages in 96 hours, the
DPSCs did not react in the same way. This could be mainly due to the lack of growth
factors in the media. It can be concluded from this observation that substrate elasticity
alone is not sufficient to differentiate the DPSCs and neurogenic, myogenic and
osteogenic growth factors are crucial to the differentiation process.
In addition, the dental pulp cells seemed to only grow well on the polyacrylamide
substrates for the first 5 to 7 days in culture, after which they began to pull off the
substrate, round up, and die. After about 7 days, it was evident that the majority of living
cells were in gel defects or along the edges of the gel, where they could adhere directly to
the glass. These areas were highly mineralized, as evidenced with the Alizarin red
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staining, indicating that confluence plays an important role in mineralization for dental
pulp stem cells in culture. In addition, the detection of osteopontin in cells in all the
experimental conditions indicates that dental pulp cells seem to be more of an
odontogenic progenitor cell than a multipotent cell, with respect to substrate elasticity
directing their lineage. Finally, at the long time periods, the ALP assays indicated that
confluence also had a strong impact on ALP production. The ALP assays also indicated
that the osteogenic differentiation media was successful for long-term culture.
The two sets of time periods, short (days 1, 3, and 5) and long (days 7, 14, and
21), were important for several reasons. The short time periods were chosen in order to
compare these studies to those done by Engler, et al.8, in which they investigated bone
marrow stromal cells on polyacrylamide gels similar to those used for this study. As
mentioned previously, the morphological changes that were seen with that study were not
seen here. The longer time periods were chosen to evaluate the possibility of long-term
osteogenic/odontogenic culture with DPSCs. In the long-term, it was determined that the
DPSCs will produce osteopontin, ALP, and mineralized nodules, even without osteogenic
growth factors. This leads to the conclusion that confluence of cells tends to lead the
DPSCs down an osteogenic/odontogenic lineage, regardless of other factors.
These studies focused on osteogenic differentiation, however odontogenic
differentiation is quite similar.

Both lineages can be induced by the same factors

(dexamethasone, inorganic phosphate, L-ascorbic acid, etc.) and both produce similar
cellular products (ALP, osteopontin, osteocalcin, collagen I, bone sialoproteins, dentin
matrix protein I, etc.).1,6,10,11 This is why some of these similar factors were used in this
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study. Future work will focus on determining if the cells are undergoing odontogenic
differentiation, specifically, by looking at one protein that is only produced by
odontoblasts: dentin sialophosphoprotein.11
In the future, we hope to further investigate the changes taking place in the cells
as they are cultured on the different substrates. We plan to do this with both protein and
DNA analysis, including Western blotting and RT-PCR. In addition, we plan to look at
proteins and genes specific to odontoblasts, such as dentin sialophosphoprotein and
dentin matrix protein 1. These genes and translated proteins play an important role in
dentinogenesis and overall tooth formation, thus they are important for odontoblast
differentiation14,15,16. Also, we will use neurogenic and myogenic differentiation factors,
in addition to the osteogenic ones in the ODM, to determine if we can differentiate them
on the 3kPa and 10kPa gel in a similar fashion to the bone marrow stromal cells. Finally,
additional substrates will be tested to see if other moduli will have similar effects.
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CHAPTER 4. APATITE-BASED PARTICLE EFFECTS

4.1 Background
4.1.1 Bone Marrow Stromal Cells vs. Osteoblast Cell Line
Bone marrow stromal cells are the multipotent cells that can be extracted from
bone marrow. When bone marrow is removed from bone and the connective tissue is
digested, a mixed population of cell remains. After culturing this mixed population of
cells on tissue culture plastic through 3 passages, the adherent cells that remain are
considered bone marrow stromal cells (BMSCs). Through various types of inductive
media, BMSCs can be differentiated to neurons, myocytes, adipocytes, osteoblasts, and
other cell types. This study is focused on the osteogenic potential of BMSCs.
Osteoblast cell lines are usually spontaneously immortalized cells that share
features with tissue-derived osteoblasts.

They generally produce the same cellular

products as tissue-derived osteoblasts. Osteoblast cells lines are good for a positive
control for differentiation studies as well as proof-of-concept studies, as they are
generally robust cells and can give an indication of osteoblast behavior.
It also should be noted that BMSCs and the osteoblast cell line were chosen due
to the amount of literature available on the culture of these cell types with calciumphosphate particles. In addition, these two cell types will be considered a “control” for
comparison to DPSCs, which will be done in a later study. The BMSCs will be the stem
cell control and the osteoblast cell line will be the mature osteogenic cell control, when
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compared to the DPSCs. Determining the effects of apatite-based particles on these cell
types will allow for a more educated hypothesis about the effects on DPSCs.

4.1.2 Apatite-based Mineral in Cell Culture Systems
Apatite mineral has been shown to be osteoconductive as a coating for implants in
many studies. Usually, hydroxyapatite (HA) is used, however some studies indicate that
fluorinated-apatite may be even more effective1,2. HA has been used from bulk surfaces
down to nanoparticles in many cell studies. When BMSCs were loaded into a porous
hydroxyapatite/tri-calcium phosphate (HA/TCP) scaffold, they formed mineralized
nodules, as well as produced osteocalcin (OCN) and alkaline phosphatase (ALP)3. In
addition, when different surface roughnesses of HA were tested, the BMSCs seemed to
adhere stronger to rougher surfaces and express normal BMSC markers, however, it
seemed to take longer for them to adhere to HA when compared to tissue-culture plastic4.
When calcium phosphate particles are used, instead of a bulk material, BMSCs seem to
react differently based on the particle size and composition. In general, it has been found
that smaller particles promote proliferation and differentiation of BMSCs to osteoblastlike cells5,6. This could be due to the hierarchy of native tissue, which starts at the
nanoscale5. In addition, the structure of the particles has an effect on BMSCs and
osteoblasts. It has been reported that crystalline HA promotes more biomineralization
than amorphous HA5. It has also been reported that denser HA particles promote better
cell attachment and bone formation than microporous particles6. Also, the concentration
of particles seems to effect cellular proliferation. It was reported that a concentration of
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particles less than 20 µg/104 cells promoted proliferation, while a concentration of
particles greater than 40 µg/104 cells suppressed proliferation7. Finally, many reports
have indicated that a composite particle of HA/TCP promotes osteogenic differentiation
better than 100% HA due to the better solubility of the TCP phase of the particle, with a
ratio of 20/80 HA to TCP8,9.
Fluoroapatite (FA) has become of interest lately as an alternative for HA coatings
of implants. A few studies have shown that FA may be more osteoconductive than HA in
implant coatings and tissue engineering applications. When an osteoblast cell line was
cultured on both ordered and disordered FA, it was found that the ordered FA surface
promoted mineralization more than the disordered one and that both FA surfaces
promoted the increase of OCN production when compared to a metal surface1. In
addition, when dental pulp stem cells were cultured on FA surfaces, they also grew and
spread better on the ordered FA to the disordered FA10. Finally, it was determined that a
mixture of 40% FA to 60% HA in surface coatings promoted osteoblast function and
bone formation better than other coating combinations2.

4.1.3 Hydroxyapatite vs. Fluoroapatite
HA and FA are similar in structure and function. They are both biological
ceramics found in bone and teeth. HA is the natural mineral produced by both bone cells
(osteoblasts) and tooth cells (odontoblasts and ameloblasts), however, it can easily be
converted to FA when fluoride is ingested. Due to the fluoride given at the dentist, found
in toothpaste and in water, there are large amounts of FA in teeth, as well as trace
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amounts in bones. The action of the fluoride is as follows: fluorine ions (F-) replace
hydroxyl ions (OH-) in hydroxyapatite converting the HA composition (Ca5(PO4)3OH) to
FA (Ca5(PO4)3F)11.

It is believed that this occurs through a pure substitution

mechanism11. Also, since the F- ions are smaller than the OH- ions, they contract the
ceramic structure and it is more compact.
The fluoride substitution described occurs on the surface of teeth when fluoride is
applied to them. The depth of penetration of fluoride ions into HA mineral has not been
consistently measured. Depending on if synthetic HA or enamel from a tooth was used,
as well as the fluorinating agent, a depth of penetration has been reported to be as low as
a few nanometers up to thousands of nanometers11. Also, it has been reported that when
enamel is fluorinated, the resultant material is actually a 3-layer system, instead of just
pure FA. The three layers are (from surface, inward) CaF2, Ca(OH)2, and a composite of
FA/HA11.

4.1.4 Relation to Dental Research
The interest in FA ceramics has significance in the dental research industry due to
the high amount of FA found in enamel. It has found to be more resistant to caries and
acid etching than HA11, which is why dentists recommend fluoride to patients. However,
the use of fluoride has been controversial, due to the possibility of ingesting too much of
it, which can be dangerous. Also, too much fluorine could cause cosmetic effects,
leaving discolored spots on the teeth. One important aspect to consider is how cells in
the teeth or bone respond to FA. The following study compares the effects of HA vs. FA
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on both BMSCs and osteoblasts to determine the effects on the BMSC differentiation as
well as the production of alkaline phosphatase, collagen I, osteocalcin, and calcification
by both cell types.

4.2 Experimental Design
4.2.1 Bone Marrow Stromal Cell Isolation
The femurs of Sprague-Dawley were used for the BMSC isolation.

Per a

previously established IACUC protocol, female Sprague-Dawley rats were euthanized by
CO2 inhalation. The femurs were dissected out and placed into sterile mesenchymal stem
cell growth media (MSCGM, described in Chapter 3) for transport to a biohazard hood.
Once in the hood, the residual muscle was cleaned off the femurs and they were rinsed
with fresh MSCGM, which contains antibiotics. Each end of the femurs was snipped and
the bone marrow was flushed out into a sterile petri dish with MSCGM in a 3 mL
syringe. The gauge of the needle was dependent on the size of the bone marrow space.
The cells were then aspirated and dispensed through a 28-gauge needle several times to
break up any aggregations. The cells and media were then transferred to a sterile 50 mL
tube by passing them through a 40 µm nylon cell strainer. The cells were centrifuged at
1200 rpm for 10 minutes to form a pellet and then resuspended in 16 mL of fresh media.
Next, 8 mL cell suspension was layered onto 3 mL of Ficoll-Paque reagent in 15 mL
centrifuge tubes to create two cell suspensions. The gradients were centrifuged at 1400
rpm for 30 minutes. Between the Ficoll-Paque layer and media layer was a layer of cells.
This was carefully aspirated into 10 mL of fresh MSCGM in a 15 mL tube for each of the
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gradients. The cells were centrifuged again to pellet the cells at 1200 rpm for 10 minutes.
Finally, the cells were resuspended in 1 mL of fresh MSCGM and split to two T-25 cell
culture flasks per cell pellet and cultured in MSCGM. BMSCs take several days to
adhere once isolated, so for the first 7 days in culture, fresh media was added to the flask
without removing old media, so that viable cells would not be removed.

4.2.2 Osteoblast Cell Line Description
The osteoblasts used for this study were 7F2 mouse osteoblasts purchased from
ATCCTM. They were maintained in ATCCTM complete growth medium (90% Alpha
minimum essential medium with 2 mM l-glutamine and 1 mM sodium pyruvate without
ribonucleosides and deoxyribonucleosides; 10% fetal bovine serum) with the addition of
100 U/mL penicillin and 100 mg/mL streptomycin. This osteoblast cell line was used
because the cells are known to “express alkaline phosphatase, secrete type I collagen,
show a significant cyclic adenosine monophosphate response to parathyroid hormone,
secrete osteocalcin, and mineralize extensively”12in culture.

4.2.3 Culture Conditions
Both cell types were plated in a 24-well plate at a density of 2500 cells/well in
their respective growth media. The cells were given 24 hours to adhere, and then 10 µL
of a 10 mg/mL suspension of hydroxyapatite microparticles were added to 1/3 of the
wells, 10 µL of a 10 mg/mL suspension of fluoroapatite microparticles were added to
another 1/3 of the wells and the final 1/3 of the wells were left untreated as a control.
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The day the particles was added was considered day 0. The cells were cultured for 3, 5,
7, or 14 days before they were analyzed.

4.2.4 Apatite Particle Characterization
The HA particles (MP Biomedicals) had an average diameter of 40 µm. The
particles were porous with an average pore size of 700 angstroms.

A 10 mg/mL

suspension of particles was made in water and the suspension was sterilized by steam.

Figure 4.1: Hydroxyapatite microparticles

The FA particles were synthesized by James Mann, PhD, a post-doctoral
researcher in the Chemistry department at Clemson University. They also had an average
diameter of 20-30 µm and the composition and structure was verified by XRD. A 10
mg/mL suspension of particles was also made with the FA particles in water and the
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suspension was sterilized by steam. Both particle types were too large for the cells to
ingest, so only the effects of cell-particle contact were investigated.

Figure 4.2: Fluoroapatite microparticles

4.2.5 Experimental Timeline
The following assays were performed on the specified days as indicated with this
timeline:
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Day -1

•!Cells plated

Day 0

•!Particles added

Day 3

•!Alkaline phosphatase activity, Immunocytochemistry, staining for calcification

Day 5

•!Alkaline phosphatase activity, Immunocytochemistry, staining for calcification

Day 7

•!Alkaline phosphatase activity, Immunocytochemistry, staining for calcification

•!Media change

•!Media change

Day 14

•!Alkaline phosphatase activity, Immunocytochemistry, staining for calcification

Figure 4.3: Experimental timeline

4.2.6 Osteogenic Differentiation Assays
At the days indicated, the cells were either lysed or fixed for analysis, depending
on the assay to be performed. For the alkaline phosphatase assay, the cells were lysed
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and the procedure described in Chapter 3 was followed. Alizarin red staining was used to
check for calcification in the cultures. For this assay, the cells were fixed and stained
based on the procedure described in Chapter 3.
For the immunocytochemistry, first, the cells were washed with sterile PBS then
4% paraformaldehyde was applied for 10 minutes. Again, the cells were washed with
PBS. The cells were permeabilized with a solution of 0.1% Triton-X and 0.01 M Glycine
in PBS for 30 minutes. Next, the cells were rinsed with a 5% BSA solution (in PBS)
followed by a rinse of 5% normal donkey serum (in a 1% BSA solution in PBS). Next,
either a rabbit polyclonal anti-osteocalcin IgG antibody or a rabbit polyclonal anticollagen I IgG antibody (diluted 1:10 in 1% BSA in PBS) was added and incubated
overnight at 4°C. After the incubation with the primary antibody, the cells were rinsed
twice with 1% BSA (in PBS) and once with 5% normal donkey serum (in a 1% BSA
solution in PBS). Next, a 2mg/mL Alexa Fluor® 488 goat anti-rabbit IgG (diluted 1:100
in 1% BSA in PBS) was added for 2 hours at 37°C. The cells were rinsed in 1% BSA (in
PBS) and then PBS. The cells were stored in PBS for reading on a microplate reader.
The plates were read at an excitation wavelength of 495 nm and emission wavelength of
519 nm.
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4.3 Results and Analysis
4.3.1 Alkaline Phosphatase Activity Results
Each alkaline phosphatase (ALP) assay was run in duplicate and the absorbance
readings obtained were used to calculate specific activity, as described in Chapter 3. The
results are summarized in the following figure:

Figure 4.4: ALP specific activity over 14 day cultures

At day 3 of the cell culture, it could not yet be determined if the particles were
having any effect on the ALP production of the cells. By day 5, HA seemed to promote
ALP production in the 7F2s, but neither particle type seemed to promote ALP production
in the BMSCs. At day 7, the FA seemed to promote ALP production in the BMSCs,
however, the control group of BMSCs still had the highest ALP production. By day 14,
again the only significant ALP production was found in the BMSCs without any
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particles. The only consistent ALP production was found in the control cultures of
BMSCs through the whole experiment. This is inconsistent with the hypothesis that
BMSCs in MSCGM, without any type of osteogenic cocktail should stay BMSCs and not
differentiate to osteogenic cells.

4.3.2 Immunocytochemistry Results
Two samples of each culture were stained and each was read twice on the plate
reader. All samples and runs were averaged together to give the following results:

A

B

C

D
Figure 4.5: Collagen I and osteocalcin production by BMSCs and 7F2 osteoblasts.
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From the immunocytochemistry results for collagen I, it appears that HA did not
promote collagen production in either cell type. In addition, it seemed that FA only
promoted collagen production at day 5, but more so in the 7F2 osteoblasts than the
BMSCs. Finally, except for day 5 in the 7F2s it appears that the control groups of both
cells have the highest collagen production.
When looking at osteocalcin (OCN) production, it appears that HA suppressed
OCN production by BMSCs at all time points. In addition, it appears that HA suppressed
OCN production by 7F2 osteoblasts at all time points except day 5. At day 7, it appeared
that FA was promoting osteocalcin production, but by day 14, the control group had the
highest OCN production and the OCN production in both HA and FA groups were very
low again. Finally, except for day 7 of the 7F2 osteoblasts, it appears the control groups
of both cells have the highest OCN production, which is similar to the collagen results.

4.3.3 Mineralization Results
No significant mineralization was seen in any of the cultures.

The only

mineralization that could be seen was in the day 14 culture of 7F2 osteoblasts without the
addition of any particles. Further repetitions of the Alizarin red staining will need to be
performed in order to determine if any of the cultures will in fact produce mineralized
nodules at any time point.
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4.3.4 Summary and Significance
The reaction of BMSCs and 7F2 osteoblasts to particles composed of HA or FA
was examined. Both HA and FA are found in the body and have shown promise for
increased implant biocompatibility and tissue engineering constructs. However, previous
studies have only looked at bulk material or nanoparticles. Cells cannot easily attach to
bulk HA or FA until serum proteins have adsorbed, so cellular reactions to those
materials are delayed and the true reactions may not be seen until cultures have been
extended. Also, these studies generally evaluate the cells at 3 days, which may be too
soon to tell the effects of the material1,2,3,4,9,10. In addition, HA and FA nanoparticles are
generally ingested by the cells. Studies with HA and FA nanoparticles have mixed
results about how cells process the particles and whether or not they promote osteogenic
marker expression5,6,7,8. This study aimed to determine the reaction of BMSCs and 7F2
osteoblasts to micro-scale particles that were smaller than a bulk sample, but not small
enough that the cells could ingest them.
Neither the HA nor the FA particles seemed to promote differentiation of the
BMSCs to osteogenic cells, due to the reduced production of ALP, collagen I, and OCN
production as well as the lack of mineralization in those cultures, even by day 14. It
appears that HA has a more detrimental effect on the cells’ differentiation when
compared to FA. Also, it seems that both HA and FA suppress the ALP, collagen I, OCN
and calcification production of the 7F2 osteoblasts. However, more trials must be run for
these results to be conclusive.
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Since the sizes of these particles are in between the previously studied nano-scale
particles and bulk material, this may be one reason they inhibited differentiation. They
are too large to be ingested but not large enough for cells to attach, grow and proliferate
on the surface. Previous studies have shown that when BMSCs and DPSCs ingest
calcium phosphate particles, osteogenic differentiation is promoted. In addition, when
BMSCs and DPSCs are grown on calcium phosphate surfaces, osteogenic differentiation
is promoted. These studies suggest that if the cell can neither ingest nor attach to the
calcium phosphate, it does not promote differentiation. Future studies will focus on
testing this theory with DPSCs, as well as determining the effects of particle size (in the
micro-scale) and particle shape.
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CHAPTER 5. SHEAR STRESS AND 3D CULTURE ENVIRONMENT

5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Shear Stress Effects in Teeth
There are few studies that examine the effects of mechanical stress on DPSCs.
However, the mature cells that DPSCs can differentiate to, odontoblasts, are known to
respond to mechanical stimuli1. Odontoblast, which produce dentin, have been shown to
have mechanically sensitive ion channels and are thus believed to be involved in
mechano-transduction, based on the forces exerted on teeth during development,
orthodontic adjustments, and mastication1,2.

What is particularly interesting is the

differentiation of cells in periodontal ligament (PDL) during orthodontic tooth
movement. It has been suggested that force on a tooth causes immediate fluid flow in the
root and PDL. This fluid flow creates an apposition side and resorption side of the tooth
root. At the apposition side, cells in the PDL initiate an osteoblast-like response and
build bone, while at the resorption side, the PDL cells initiate an osteoclast-like response
and break down bone. This allows for the bone around the root of the tooth to remodel
and teeth to remain in the new position2. In addition, many studies have been performed
in relation to the tissue pressure of the pulp. Normal pulp pressure is around 14 cm H2O3.
It is thought that disruptions of the tissue pressure in the pulp can cause reactions from
the cells in and around the pulp, mainly DPSCs and odontoblasts. The aim of this study
is to determine the effects of shear stress due to fluid flow on DPSCs and how it could
effect their differentiation to odontoblasts or other cell types.
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5.1.2 Advantages of 3D Culture Environment
Many studies have been performed with 2D culture systems, even 2D dynamic
environments. Those dynamic studies usually have to do with studying the adhesion of
cells to substrates. One common method to study adhesion is the use of a parallel plate
flow chamber4. More recently, there have been studies comparing different designs of
parallel plate flow chambers and how to improve them5. In addition, mathematical
studies of parallel plate flow chambers have been done to determine where the most
consistent shear stress is located within the chamber, as well as how to calculate shear
stress at the wall of the chamber6,7. Though 2D dynamic environments are useful for
adhesion and shear stress studies, a 3D environment may be a more realistic approach to
studying cellular reaction to dynamic conditions as well as performance in tissueengineered constructs.

In addition, 3D environments involving stem cells must be

studied. It has been seen that the reactions by stem cells to various conditions in 2D are
not the same reactions seen in 3D, much less in vivo8. Thus, the theme of stem cell
research will most likely transition to 3D culture systems in the near future.

5.1.3 3D Culture of Dental Pulp Cells in a Stiff Matrix
Even with the recent interest in culturing stem cells in 3D, there are few studies
examining DPSCs. In addition, those limited studies look at DPSCs in a static system.
Typically, DPSCs are seeded on a rigid matrix, such as calcium phosphate. One study
describes the growth and differentiation of DPSCs on a porous HA/TCP matrix9. This
study showed that the DPSCs attached and grew on the HA/TCP matrix, however little
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new hard tissue was formed9. A similar result was found for collagen matrices, however
the ECM produced was DSPP-positive9. These studies were done by pre-seeding the
scaffold with DPSCs and implanting it subcutaneously in immunocompromised mice9.
The aim of this study is to determine if similar results will be seen in an in vitro
environment, using a collagen matrix, with the 3D dynamic nature mimicking biological
actions. If an in vitro, 3D, dynamic environment can mimic an in vivo reaction, many
more reliable tests can be done investigating stem cell treatments before using animal
models or clinical trials.

5.2 Experimental Design
5.2.1 Porcine Dental Pulp Cell Isolation and Initial Culture
Due to the limited availability of human teeth for pulp cell isolation, porcine
dental pulp stem cells (pDPSCs) were used, as well as hDPSCs, for this study in the
hopes that similar reactions would allow further studies with pDPSCs. The pDPSCs were
isolated from the molars of pigs from the Snow Creek meat processing facility, which
were used for meat packaging. The jaws of the pigs were removed and transported to the
Godley-Snell Animal Research Facility (Clemson University) to extract the molars. The
alveolar bone around the base of the tooth was chipped away and the tooth was pulled
using an elevator and dental forceps, attempting to keep the root intact. Once removed,
the teeth were each placed in separate containers containing sterile HBSS with 2%
antibiotic/antimycotic (anti/anti solution; penicillin/streptomycin/amphotericin B) and
transported to a biohazard hood. The high concentration of anti/anti solution was used to
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minimize contamination on the external surfaces of the tooth, which can easily spread to
the pulp once the pulp chamber was exposed. The outer surface of each tooth was rinsed
with 70% ethanol once and sterile HBSS with 1% anti/anti solution once. The pulp
chamber was exposed by cracking the root or using a dental drill with sterilized fissure
burs. The pulp from each tooth was removed to a sterile petri dish. Each pulp was rinsed
three times with fresh sterile HBSS with 1% anti/anti solution. The pulp was digested in
3 mg/mL collagenase II for 1 hour at 37°C. Next each of the cell suspensions were
passed through a 70-µm cell strainer and centrifuged at 1200 rpm for 10 minutes to form
cell pellets.

The pellets were resuspended and cultured initially in T-25 flasks in

MSCGM (described in Chapter 3). Adherent cells were evident after 5-7 days.

5.2.2 Parallel Plate Flow Chamber Design for Shear Stress Application
A parallel plate flow chamber was designed for the application of 2D stress to
adherent cells. It was designed to hold a standard glass slide, which was kept in place by
a recess in the chamber. Also, and O-ring was used to seal around the edges of the slide
to keep the chamber from leaking. One end of the recess had an inlet valve and the other
end had an outlet valve, so that fluid would flow across the long axis of the slide. Both
valves were connected to a small trough that the fluid would fill before flowing across the
slide, in order to create less turbulent flow. In addition, there was a release valve on the
inlet side to release air bubbles that may try to flow across the slide. The whole chamber
was made out of acrylic, so the cells could be visualized in the chamber. A schematic of
the flow chamber design and shear stress calculations can be found in Appendix C.
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5.2.3 3DKUBE™ 3D Cell Culture Plasticware system and Collagen Scaffold Synthesis
The 3DKUBETM 3D Cell Culture Plasticware and collagen scaffold protocol were
provided by KIYATEC, Inc. (www.kiyatec.com). Figure 5.1 shows the 3DKUBETM 3D
Cell Culture Plasticware.

Figure 5.1: 3DKUBETM

Both human DPSCs (hDPSCs) and pDPSCs were used in the 3DKUBETM studies. The
pDPSCs were cultured in a 3D collagen scaffold within the 3DKUBETM chambers. First,
the pDPSCs (passage 3-5) were trypsinized and pelleted at 1000 rpm for 5 minutes. The
cells were resuspended in MSCGM and a cell count was performed. A cell concentration
of 1.5 x 105 cells/20 µL was used in the collagen scaffold. The collagen scaffold
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synthesis is as follows. First, high concentration rat-tail collagen was diluted down to a
2X solution of 4 mg/mL in sterile 0.02 N acetic acid. Next, the following components
were added to each chamber of the 3DKUBETM in this order: 2X collagen solution, 50
µL, sterile DI water, 10 µL, sterile 0.1 N NaOH, 10 µL, FBS, 10 µL. Next the 20 µL of
cell suspension was added and the mixture was stirred thoroughly. The 3DKUBETM
chambers were placed face up in a sterile petri-dish and incubated at 37°C for 1.5 to 2
hours to allow for collagen crosslinking10. After crosslinking, a solid silicone gasket was
placed between the two chambers of the 3DKUBETM before assembling through an
integrated locking mechanism and then placed within a perfusion system.

5.2.4 Experiment Parameters
Both the 3DKUBETM and the parallel plate flow chamber were placed in a
perfusion system consisting of a media reservoir, Tygon tubing, connectors and a
peristaltic pump. The media and chambers were placed inside an incubator at 37°C and
5% CO2, while the peristaltic pump remained outside the incubator. Experiments were
done for one-week periods at a flow rate of 1 mL/minute. At the end of one week, flow
was stopped and the cells were fixed or lysed for analysis.

5.2.5 Cellular Assays
Cells were assessed for total protein content and ALP specific activity. Total
protein was determined using a BCA assay, as described in Chapter 3. ALP specific
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activity was also determined using the same methods as described in Chapter 3. The 3D
cultures were compared to standard 2D cultures as a control.

5.3 Results and Analysis
The results presented here are preliminary studies. More studies will need to be
performed in order to perform statistical analysis and make conclusions about these
experiments.

5.3.1 Possible Uses for Experimental Setup
The experimental setup of both the 2D and 3D dynamic systems can be used to
test shear effects on a variety of cell types. The 2D setup can be used to test adhesion of
cells to various biomaterials, which will be useful in evaluating implants, particularly
those that will contact blood. The 3DKUBETM is a useful tool for studying cellular
performance in a tissue-engineering construct, but also limiting sample size so that
multiple trials can be run at once. Many bioreactors today hold a few large constructs,
which would be useful for clinical applications, but not conducive to testing a variety of
options quickly. The 3DKUBETM is an option for high throughput testing of cellular
performance in a 3D, dynamic environment. In regards to dental research, the 2D system
can be used to study cellular adhesion to dental implants and the 3DKUBETM can be used
to test biological implants for restorative dentistry.
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5.3.2 Total Protein and Alkaline Phosphatase Activity Results
Total protein found after culturing 1.5 x 105 cells in the 3DKUBETM for 7 days
gives an indication of the relative number of cells found in each culture. Since both
cultures started with the same number of cells, the BCA assay for total protein can give
an indication of which culture proliferated more under the same conditions. The results
are given below:

Figure 5.2: Total protein isolated from cultures in 3DKUBETM after 7 days of
dynamic culture.

Since both cultures started with the same number of cells, it can be concluded that
the pDPSCs were more proliferative than the hDPSCs in the 3D, dynamic environment.
Analysis of total DNA present will be necessary to confirm these findings.
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ALP specific activity of pDPSCs and hDPSCs in the 3DKUBETM using a final
collagen concentration of 2 mg/mL was compared to ALP specific activity of DPSCs
cultured on glass after 1 week. The results are as follows:

Figure 5.3: ALP specific activity from DPSCs after 7 days in either 3D dynamic
or 2D static culture.

The ALP specific activity seemed to be the highest in pDPSCs, however there
was a high variation, so more trials will need to be run. In addition, the ALP specific
activity in hDPSCs for the 3D dynamic culture (3DKUBETM) and the 2D static culture
(glass) were both very low. This may indicate that pDSCs have a higher differentiation
potential. More trials will be run to obtain statistically significant results.
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5.3.3 Summary and Significance
The purpose of testing porcine DPSCs (pDPSCs) against human DPSCs
(hDPSCs) was to determine if they elicited a similar response to the various culture
conditions. The pDPSCs are easier to obtain and do not require BSL2 facilities to isolate
and culture them. In addition, the preliminary 3D culture experiments showed they were
more proliferative, possibly due to the young age of the pigs when compared to the
humans. Finally, the proteins produced by both cell types should be similar and be able
to be detected with similar antibodies or other analysis techniques.

If necessary,

antibodies specific to pig can be ordered for future work.
One aim of these studies was to develop a 2D dynamic culture system in order to
study the effects of fluid shear stress on DPSCs. A parallel plate flow chamber was
created for this reason. The chamber has shown to be effective at creating uniaxial shear
stress for a dynamic cell culture system.

This chamber could be used in various

experiments to easily visualize the effects of uniaxial shear stress on cells as well as for
adhesion studies. In addition, a 3D dynamic culture system was utilized. This system
was used to determine the potential of DPSCs to be used in 3D tissue culture constructs.
It was shown with preliminary studies that DPSCs produce more ALP when cultured in
3D than in 2D. Also, the dynamic environment provided by both flow chamber systems
allows constant culturing of cells, without the need to frequently change the media. This
is useful for a more physiologic representation of tissue conditions, collecting excreted
cellular material, as well testing 3D tissue engineering constructs and will be utilized for
these purposes in the future.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Dental Pulp Cell Insights Gained
Through working with DPSCs, many useful characteristics of these cells have
been discovered. The work described in Chapter 3 led to better characterization of
DPSCs on substrates of different stiffnesses. The results described led to the conclusion
that growth factors may pay a key role in differentiating DPSCs to a lineage other than an
osteogenic/odontogenic one. The influence of the substrate elasticity was not enough to
differentiate DPSCs to other lineages and the cells followed their default lineage, which
was osteogenic/odontogenic.

The work described in Chapter 3 involves initial

experiments comparing the effects of HA particles vs. FA ones. Though the experiments
were done with BMSCs and 7F2 osteoblasts, repeating them with DPSCs can reveal a
possible interaction effect of DPSCs with the FA found in teeth. And finally, the two
culture systems described in Chapter 5 will be used to determine the fate of DPSCs
cultured in 3D. This will be useful for predicting reactions of DPSC based therapies in
3D when they are implanted in vivo.

6.2 Current Project Work
Currently, more extensive testing on the DPSCs cultured on the polyacrylamide
substrates is being performed. These tests include quantitative measurements of the
Alizarin red staining, as well as Western blotting for dentin specific proteins, such as
DSPP and DMP1. In addition, the fibronectin coating on the gels will be examined for
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consistency, using fluorescently labeled antibodies.

Also, more repetitions of the

experiments described in Chapters 4 and 5 are currently being done to achieve statistical
significance of those results.

6.3 Future Work
In the future, we hope to look at the DNA level for changes in the DPSCs when
they are cultured on the polyacrylamide gels.

In addition, media with osteogenic,

neurogenic and myogenic growth factors will be tested for the DPSCs to see if results
similar to those reported with BMSCs can be duplicated. Also, DPSCs will be cultured
in the conditions described in Chapter 4 to determine their reaction to HA particles vs.
FA particles. Finally, the flow systems described in Chapter 5 will be used to continue to
study pDPSCs and hDPSCs as well as study other cell types and other scaffolds.
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APPENDICES
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Appendix A: AFM Procedure
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) nanoindentation was used to determine the
elastic modulus of each of the polyacrylamide hydrogels. The gels were prepared exactly
as described in Chapter 3, along with exposing them to the same UV light as the gels
used for experiementation. Previous studies in our group have determined that adding a
thin layer of fibronectin does not alter the mechanical properties.
For each test, a 2.5 µm radius borosilicate spherical tip with a spring constant of
0.12 N/m was used at a speed of 1 µm/second. The deflection sensitivity was 43.38
nm/V. Indents were made to a depth of approximately 3 µm and then retracted at the
same speed. Five indents were taken per spot on the hydrogel and a total of 5 random
spots were tested. The data was exported and analyzed using custom Matlab scripts.
Each curve was adjusted so the contact point occurred at (0,0) and then the first 500 nm
was fit to the Hertz model. The resultant values for the elastic modulus of all trials at all
spots on each hydrogel were averaged together and the standard deviation was found.
These can be found in Chapter 3.!
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Appendix B: Design of Statistical Analysis Program
Custom SAS code was designed for the analysis of ALP data in Chapter 3. First,
the possibility of using a general linear model was tested, using the proc glm function. It
was determined that the variance was not constant across all days and all substrates by
examining the predicted versus residual plot. Next, various data transformations were
attempted to try and achieve constant variance.

These included logarithms and

exponentials. After trying several transformations, it was decided that the variances
could not be adjusted with a transformation and a mixed model was proposed using the
proc mixed function. It was also decided that the data should be examined for each day
separately, to reduce the number of variables. In this mixed model, the variance for each
substrate was estimated and applied to the corresponding substrate data. The variances
were estimated for the substrates, rather than the media, since this was the more
important variable to the experiment and the variances for the substrates were causing the
issues with the general linear model. The mixed model tested first for overall effects due
to the substrate and media and then for interactions between the substrate and media type.
There were no substrate-media interactions for any of the time points. If there were any
significant effects due to either the substrate or the media, each individual substrate and
media type was compared to the others to determine where the differences lied. Finally,
a Tukey adjustment was used for multiple comparisons. The final SAS code is shown
below:
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DM'LOG;CLEAR;OUT;CLEAR;';
OPTIONS
NODATE NONUMBER NOCENTER;
DATA LAURA;
INFILE 'N:\Clients\Datko\ALLalpFORSTATISTICS_3_25_11.csv'
delimiter=',' firstobs=2;
input day substrate $ medium $ expnum activity;
data day14;set laura;
where day=14;
proc glm data=day14;
class substrate medium;
model activity=substrate|medium;
output out=glmout p=pred r=resid;
run; quit;
PROC STANDARD STD=1.0 DATA=GLMOUT OUT=STANDARD; VAR RESID;
PROC UNIVARIATE DATA=STANDARD plot;
TITLE 'STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL ANALYSIS';
VAR RESID;
RUN;
goptions
reset=all;
SYMBOL1 VALUE=DOT COLOR=black;
SYMBOL2 VALUE=DOT COLOR=BLUE;
PROC GPLOT DATA=STANDARD;
TITLE 'RESIDUAL PLOT';
PLOT RESID*substrate RESID*medium RESID*PRED/VREF=0;
run; quit;
PROC RANK NORMAL=BLOM DATA=STANDARD OUT=RANKSCORE; VAR RESID; RANKS
NSCORE;
PROC GPLOT DATA=RANKSCORE;
TITLE 'NORMAL PROBABILITY PLOT';
PLOT RESID*NSCORE / VREF=0 HREF=0 ;
RUN; quit;
proc mixed data=day14 ic;
class substrate medium;
model activity=substrate|medium/ddfm=KR outp=R;
repeated/group=substrate;
lsmeans substrate medium/diff adjust=Tukey;
run;quit;

!
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Appendix C: Design of Parallel Plate Flow Chamber and Shear Stress Calculations
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Figure C.1: Original design drawings and calculation example for
shear stress in flow chamber
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Figure C.2: Bottom half of flow chamber design
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Figure C.3: Gasket for flow chamber design
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Figure C.4: Lid for flow chamber design
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Figure C.5: Assembled flow chamber design
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Appendix D: Common Laboratory Concerns for Primary Cell Culture
Many researchers choose to use cell lines, rather than primary cells, for in vitro
studies due to the availability of cell lines, the consistent results, and the ease of culture.
However, primary cells may give more realistic results. Unfortunately, primary cells are
more sensitive to various laboratory conditions. During this work, we came across
several issues related to DPSCs and other primary cells. First, it was found that these
cells were more sensitive to changes in CO2 levels and temperature. Fluctuations in these
conditions within the incubator where the cells were stored usually occurred when the
power went out, the CO2 tanks emptied, or the incubator door was not latched all the
way. Next, it was found that primary cells usually require more supplements in the
media than cell lines. The media described as “MSCGM” was found to be the most
effective for culturing the primary cells used in this work. Finally, it was found that
multiple freeze-thaw cycles, in combination with higher passage numbers (4-5) led to
slower growth and reduced differentiation potential. Even after the other factors were
stabilized, this final factor was still of a concern.
In addition to the concerns for primary cell culture, there were some general lab
issues that surfaced. One of these was a contamination issue found in all cell types at one
point in time. After checking the media and cells, it was determined that the incubator
was the issue. The inside was cleaned thoroughly, but that turned out not to be the
problem. It was finally determined that there were fungus spores inside the tubing that
pumped air into the incubators. Once this was cleaned, the fungus problem was cured.
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This experience has taught us to check all possible sources of contamination, starting
with the incubator, unless only one cell type is being affected.
!
!
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